The Maven Letter Part II: April 10, 2021
It’s Saturday morning…but once it got to market close on Friday, any pressure to get this Part II of the
letter out eased. So Saturday it is! The fact is there was lots of news up to Wednesday and then
another half dozen companies put news out on Thursday, so as I worked on it this task kept getting
bigger.
Two partial sells to note: both Benchmark Minerals (TSXV: BNCH, USOTC:BNCHF) and Osino
Resources (TSXV: OSI). Both stocks are up nicely this week and both for the same reason: maiden
resource estimates are pending. Just like exploration stocks often run up in anticipation of results,
share prices often run up ahead of initial resource counts. Osino in particular gained 11% just on
Friday. I like both stories, including the fact that both are set to issue PEAs based on these new
resource counts within a few months while continuing to drill like mad, but it’s basic risk management
to take advantage of these gains to sell half.
For Benchmark, we are up 44% in about 4 months. Selling half brings our cost base down to $0.60.
For Osino, we entered in April last year at $0.69. Selling half brings our cost base to negative ($0.03).
I haven’t covered Integra’s exploration results and update because I had a long update call with the
team last week and so will write a Catching Up With Integra article next week covering all of that. I
also haven’t commented on Troilus’ news yet because I need to talk to management to better
understand how the Southwest zone might work from a mining perspective; I have that call scheduled
for Monday.
Talk to you again in a few days!
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Full Portfolio Table
Stocks in bold and marked with an asterisk (*) I am currently buying (adding to my position).
Stocks shaded green are expected to issue news of note shortly
Stocks in orange I am selling HALF to lower my cost base.
Company

Ticker

Mine Developers

Entry
Date

Entry
price

Cost base

%
position

Price
today

Change

Northern
Vertex

Orezone
Gold *

Telson
Mining

Uranium
Energy *

NEE.V,
18-Feb-20 $0.75
100
$0.42
-45%
NHVCF.OTC
Strong Nevada exploration team with pre-discovery project merged with Northern Vertex to
bring exploration prowess to underexplored Moss mine. Move took market by surprise but it
does make sense
ORE.V,
13-Jun-18 $0.81
100
$0.95
17%
ORZCF.OTC
Under construction gold project with scale and strong economics, and a team that has
successfully built many mines. Value gains ahead whether ORE builds or gets bought
TSN.V
24-Feb-21 $0.30
100
$0.38
25%
Turnaround story: new finance package and people will allow Telson (which market had
written off bcs of debts) to finish building gold mine, turn zinc mine around, and make $.
Should re-rate significantly
UEC.NYSE

21-Jun-15

$1.72

100

$3.09

80%

Ready to ramp up low-cost output into developing uranium bull market that will likely
offer a premium for US output. One of few clear bets for uranium

Feasibility-Stage Projects
ERD.T,
$0.36 (add @ $0.24,
08-Jan-17 $0.86
200
$0.37
1%
ERDCF.OCT
COVID)
Erdene
Resources Advancing dual tracks: develop BK (first gold by late 2021) and keep exploring. Exploration
ongoing and returning new high-grade zones!
Advanced Assets (PEA or Pre-feasibility)
FWZ.V
Fireweed
Zinc

01-Jun-17

$0.80

-$0.57 (sold half
$1.67; COVID)

25

$0.79

Mac Pass is a standout zinc project. Summer drilling returned long intercepts from Boundary
zone, which is now dramatically increasing the scale of any Mac Pass mine. 2021 will see
Boundary fleshed out (good odds of major resource boost plus testing new targets
GENM.V

20-Nov-19

$0.19

$0.10

50

$0.89

790%

Generation Unique PGM asset: large resource in great location with grade and scale upside. PEA
Mining *
returned robust numbers. Feasibility study underway (due early 2021); exploration too.
Price rising as investors rotate back to PGEs after COVID scare
Integra
Resources

KORE
Mining

Kuya Silver

ITR.V;
ITGR.NYSE

06-Nov-17

$0.90

$2.58 (COVID;
rollback)

100

$3.74

45%

PEA outlined good, large mine already. Favoured jurisdiction, strong treasury, exploring for
high grade, updating PEA with much bigger mine plan
KORE.V,
27-Mar-19 $0.23
$0.29 (COVID)
100
$0.86
197%
KOREF.OTC
Advanced heap leach Imperial project (permitting story) plus PEA-stage Long Valley project
with exciting potential. Fundamental value, potential for splash, lots of news
KUYA.C
08-Oct-20 $1.42
33
$2.67
88%
New company pushing the Bethania mine in Peru back into production, with plans to expand.
Low cost, near term silver producer; strong team; tight stock.
MAU.T
27-Jan-21 $0.97
100
$0.67
-31%
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Montage
Gold *
Newcore
Gold

Revival
Gold

Rokmaster
Resources
*

Tristar
Gold

Troilus
Gold

Vangold
Mining

3M oz open pit deposit in Cote d'Ivoire being advanced rapidly to development by high
caliber team. New deal, undervalued, catalyst rich 2021.
27-MayNCAU.V
$0.36
$0.61 (tranches)
100
$0.65
7%
20
Advancing the PEA-level Enchi gold project in Ghana: resource growth, testing new targets,
updating economics and mine plan. Neglected asset getting focused attention for first time.
Top tier management.
RVG.V,
30-Oct-19 $0.51
100
$0.67
31%
RVLGF.OTC
Strong team advancing historic asset to production in Idaho. Tight structure, strong capital
markets capacity, looking for additional acquisitions. Upsized summer exploration plans after
raising $13M - potential to demonstrate scale if raft of targets work.
RKR.V
29-Dec-20 $0.45
100
$0.47
4%
2M oz resource in east-central BC. High grade, growing, and metallurgical issues now
addressed. Market hesitant on balloon payment and met plans but I think both are fine
and stock will shine once that realization catches on
TSG.V,
24-Jun-20 $0.30
100
$0.28
-7%
TSGZF.OTC
PEA outlines a robust low-cost open pit mine with 43% IRR at $1250 gold and pre-feas due
out in late 2021 will be markedly better. Renewed exploration effort very likely to find more
of the same mineralization (1 g/t average) and could find a high-grade zone.
TLG.T;
19-Jun-19 $0.69
$0.765 (COVDI)
100
$1.07
40%
CHXMF.OTC
Large open pittable gold resource at historic mine. PEA captured value; now keep expanding
resource and testing regionally for additional discoveries. Leverage stock in this bull market
VGLD.V,
17-Dec-20 $0.28
100
$0.58
111%
VGLDF.OCT
El Pinguico mine was uber high grade but abandoned 70 years ago; no exploration since.
Opportunity to chase known shoots to depth, find additional shoots, test other structures.
Also significant stockpiled ore on surface and underground; Vangold dealt to buy neighouring
El Cubo mill so will start producing in 2021.

Exploration
BYN.V
Banyan
Gold

Benchmark
Metals

Blue
Lagoon

17-Dec-20

$0.25

100

$0.23

-10%

1M oz resource growing steadily at AurMac, a road-accessible project between two
operating mines in Yukon. Inexpensive entry on expectation this team will double this open
pittable resource by 2022.
BNCH.V,
29-Dec-20 $1.07
100
$1.54
44%
BNCHF.OTC
Huge drill effort to prove up signficant gold resource at Lawyers project in BC. First resource
due end Q1, PEA to follow, $25M exploration effort in 2021 will test long list of targets.
Blue Lagoon

17-Dec-20

$0.69

100

0.66

-4%

Small scale production imminent from previous operator's work. High potential to find highgrade mineralization on multiple veins on very underexplored, road accessible project in BC.
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Brigadier
Gold
Canasil
Resources
Compass
Gold

Edgemont
Gold

GFG
Resources

GGL
Resources

Great Bear
Resources

Heliostar
Metals *

HighGold
Mining *

IsoEnergy
*

Kodiak
Copper

BRG.V,
12-Aug-20 $0.39
100
$0.18
-55%
BGADF.OTC
Picachos project in between GRSL's Plomosas and VZLA's Panuco. Similar: high-grade historic
mines, underexplored. Area play and project potential for splash.
CLZ.V
13-Jul-20 $0.15
100
$0.13
-17%
First results from Candy vein a technical success; market wanted more. Ongoing work could
provide. Now drilling LA Esperanza to expand discovery from years ago.
CVB.V
10-Apr-19 $0.34
$0.355 (COVID)
100
$0.20
-41%
Cashed up to drill test slew of targets backed by a few seasons of data. Seeking open pittable
1-2 g/t gold in Mali. Could be 'boring' until that become apparent and then…
EDGM.CSE
20-Jan-21 $0.25
100
$0.19
-26%
Exploring the Dungate project in central BC for a porphyry. Two good targets (via one historic
hole with no assays but promising drill logs, geophysics, sampling, soils) on property road
accessible, workable year round, gentle terrain. Low market cap at entry
GFG.V
18-Oct-19 $0.18
$0.21
100
$0.15
-29%
Multiple gold hits in a few drill programs at Pen project. Systematic approach to grassroots
exploration. Holding through results from late 2020 program at least
GGL.V
08-Oct-20 $0.18
100
$0.19
3%
Getting set to start drilling the high-grade oxide gold zone at Gold Point in Nevada.
Opportunity to extend known high-grade shoots, explore around old stopes,and test other
veins/areas. Strong technical team, tight share structure.
GBR.V,
$0.48 (sold half to $0,
11-Dec-17 $0.29
50
$16.16
3267%
GTBAF.OCT
COVID)
GBR doing 300-hole program to define first resource at LP Fault as fast as possible. 10M oz. is
likely. Race to resource before getting taken out
HSTR.V
30-Jul-20 $0.09
$1.35 (rollback)
100
$1.15
-15%
Unga project in Alaska has four strong targets (high-grade vein with expansion potential,
high-grade veins on surface ignored for 40 years because bad drilling gave bad results, drilltested high-grade beneath old mine left behind bcs polymetallic, and surface oxide gold).
New team advancing with focus & funding; also brought in 3 promising Mexican projects
HIGH.V;
HGGOF.OTC

Spinout or
$0.45

$0.45

$0.41 (COVID)

100

$1.35

229%

Drilled multiple targets at JT project. Goal: show there's significantly more potential than the
current resource, through expansion AND multiple new zones. Strong contender for standout
drill results (already some). Also drilling in ON throug winter
ISO.V,
12-Dec-18 $0.40
$0.44 (COVID)
100
$2.78
532%
ISENF.OTC
Only junior with a high grade U discovery as uranium bull market gathers momentum.
Tight structure amplifies response to news. Hitting high grade ahead of maiden resource
KDK.V
18-Dec-19 $0.35
$0
50
$1.46
Major gold-copper porphyry discovery in second drill program at MPD. Will soon start
30,000-metre follow up program aimed at expanding high-grade core south plus testing
other very similar targets on property
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LGD.V,
13-Apr-20 $1.15
100
$1.53
33%
LGDTF.OTC
Rapidly growing a good oxide gold resource in Idaho. Well capitalized, good momentum
NGE.V,
11-Oct-17 $0.33
$0.30 (COVID)
100
$0.19
-37%
NVDEF.OTC
Nevada
Exploration Stalking big gold under cover in Nevada. Have found what looks like a massive system; need
to find the hot spot therein. Drilling now underway
NORA.V
08-Oct-20 $0.18
100
$0.09
-50%
Norra
Will soon start drilling around and under the Bleikvassli mine in Norway to verify and expand
Metals
historic resource. Moderate success would garner a market cap well above current $9M
OROX.V
08-Oct-20 $0.80
100
$0.69
-14%
Oro X
Merging with Latitude Silver to become Silver X, focused on Nueva Recuperada mine in Peru.
Mining
Operating zinc-silver mine with exploration upside and expansion potential. Corporate goal:
add more silver assets. Paul Matysek involved.
Liberty
Gold

Osino
Resources

Outcrop *

OSI.V

Pan Global
Resources
*

Precipitate
Gold

Reyna
Silver *

OCG.V,
MRDDF.OTC

100

$1.50

117%

12-Feb-20

$0.11

0

75

$0.32

215%

Hammering the vein system at Santa Ana with holes; great success thus far hitting
repeating high-grade shoots along 14 km vein extent.
20-Jan-21

$0.39

25

$0.44

13%

Emerging silver company with three exploration projects I west-central BC…but investment
thesis is that this team will acquire one or more additional, more advanced silver assets.
Small position for exposure to potential for this to become more
PGZ.V,
18-Feb-21 $0.48
100
$0.50
4%
PGNRF.OTC
advancing a strong and potentially large VMS discovery at the Escacena project in Spain.
Lots of room to grow, multiple similar untested targets (and VMS's occur in clusters), and
surrounded by operating mines. Standout copper explorer
PRG.V

25-Sep-19

$0.16

$0.135 (COVID)

100

$0.19

41%

Optioned flagship PG project to Barrick (strong deal if it indeed hosts a discovery). Pivoted to
explore nearby Ponton project; targets look good.
RSLV.V

23-Sep-20

$1.05

100

$0.92

-12%

Top tier technical and markets team with portfolio of Mexican silver assets. Two projects
will be drilled 2021; potential for big success
RDG.V

Ridgeline
Minerals

$0.69

Gold discovery in Namibia under till. Potential for deposit of scale essentially at surface.
Strong shareholder registry and team.

NOC.V
Norseman
Silver

13-Apr-20

17-Aug-20

$0.55

100

$0.50

-9%

New company with three high potential Nevada gold projects. Selena showing promise for
surface oxide silver-gold; Swift and Carlin East are deep, high-grade targets. Well funded,
strong backers, tight structure, cheap drill contract
SASY.C

08-Oct-20

$1.08

100

$0.40

-63%
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Sassy
Resources
Silver Tiger
*

Sun Peak
Metals

Tarachi
Gold

Foremore project in BC has multiple strong targets. New Newfoundland land position gives
exposure to another hot district.
SLVR.V,
29-Dec-20 $0.51
100
$0.56
10%
SLVTF.OTC
Serially successful team in finding and developing deposits in Mexico. El Tigre mine was
insanely rich; remnant halo hosts 1M heap leachable gold eq. ounces. This will grow and
PEA pending. Splash potential: exploring the rest of the vein system. 5 rigs turning
PEAK.V
17-Aug-20 $0.90
100
$0.44
-51%
Portfolio of VMS projects in Ethiopia being explored by a team that has made two major VMS
discoveries in the same rocks in neighbouring Eritrea. Tight structure, strong backing, cashed
up, many strong targets. Violent unrest has project on pause…
TRG.V

Vizsla
Resources
*

$0.40

100

$0.25

-38%

Mexico gold-silver explorer tht just bought the Magistral tailings and process plant - path to
near term production, to create cash flow. Right team for the task
VLZ.V

Visionary
Gold

08-Oct-20

20-Jan-21

$0.18

25

$0.17

-6%

Well structured & managed company diving into gold potential of Wyoming, which is littered
with historic gold mines but has been ignored by modern explorers. Dipped a toe into this
stock for its potential to become much bigger
VZLA.V

09-Oct-19

$0.41

100

$1.60

290%

Exciting high-grade silver discovery underway at Panuco project in Mexico. Multiple veins
to test. Strong team, cashed up, momentum, 4 drills means constant news.

Royalty Companies
EMPR.V
30-Dec-20 $0.54
0.13
66
$0.44
238%
Empress
New royalty co with strategy focused on buying new royalties, in deals engineered by three
Royalty *
strategic partners. Impressive management.
EMX.V,
14-Nov-14 $0.86
$0.98
100
$3.96
304%
NYSE
EMX
Royalty
Using cash to constantly build the portfolio: royalties, properties to prep and option out,
strategic investments. Cash flows cover operations. Tight shareholder registry.

Brigadier Gold (TSXV: BRG; USOTC: BGADF)
The current drilling program at Picachos is just about complete, with drills having generated more
than 4,500 metres of core in a planned 5,000-metre program. Punto Cinco, an area of outcropping
veins within the larger Cocolmeca vein system, is currently seeing drilling. As a reminder, the
Cocolmeca system extends for more than seven kilometres within BRG’s property boundary along an
east-northeast vector. Assays are pending for 15 of the 43 holes drilled to date in the Phase I
program at Picachos.
In management news, BRG President and CEO Ranjeet Sundher is turning the reins over to Robert
Birmingham, who is currently CEO and director of New Destiny Mining. Sundher will remain a director
of BRG’s board.
So far, the market has not bought into the Brigadier story. As I said in my long BRG update in the
March 10th letter, I think the reasons include multiple targets (makes the story a bit hard to
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understand) and a lack of recognizable people involved. The new CEO is related to that. I will hold for
a while longer to see if he can indeed drum up some interest and excitement around the company
and because I think the knowledge and targets BRG gained in Phase I sets it up with a good chance
of success in Phase II, which will follow Phase I in short order.

Erdene Resource Development (TSX: ERD; USOTC: ERDCF)
Erdene walked investors through its approach to understanding the potential at the Dark Horse target.
The company did its first drill test of Dark Horse in 2020 and got some promising results, including 6
g/t gold over 45 metres. When faced with strong hits in a large new target area, geologists have to
decide what to do next: step out from the few good hits (try to make the small large) or drill an array of
holes across the now-validated target area to understand it more broadly (try to start ‘big’). Erdene did
the latter, which makes a lot of sense given this team built up such knowledge on what controls gold
in this environment while delineating Bayan Khundii, just 5 km to the south.
Today’s results are from that array. On the map below the discovery holes are labeled in yellow and
the ‘array’ holes, which Erdene called ‘scout’ holes, are in blue. The downside of the ‘array’ approach
is that it carries lower odds of another high-grade hit, versus taking a short step out from one of those
initial hits. The upside, though, is that ERD now has a much more fleshed-out understanding of the
whole target, which is essential in order to define its scale and track down its best parts.

With that thought in mind, the initial assays from this 1,900-metre scout program were a mixed bag.
On the upside, the three holes drilled on the northern side of the main target at Dark Horse generated
modest to good widths of gold at varying depths. Hole 66 was probably the best of this bunch, cutting
14 metres of 1.3 g/t gold beginning 53 metres downhole and 20 metres of 1.7 g/t gold at 112 metres
downhole. Other holes drilled peripherally to the main north-south structure hit narrower gold intervals
(2 metres of 1.4 g/t at 192 metres downhole in Hole 68 and 2 metres of 4.2 g/t at 64 metres downhole
in Hole 70). Another 1,100 metres of core is at the lab awaiting assay.
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Bottom line: these array results are good in that they build the case that Dark Horse could become
something, though they are not the kind of numbers to which the market is going to pay much
attention.

EMX Royalty (TSXV: EMX; NYSE-A: EMX)
In another example of its increasing focus on Norway, EMX has acquired 37,500 hectares of
exploration permits in the country’s Mo-i-Rana district. The permits primarily encompass a series of
VMS targets, along with CRD and skarn targets.
The region’s most productive operation was the Mofjell Mine, which operated for 50 years and
generated 4.35 million tonnes of 3.6% zinc, 0.71% lead, and 0.31% copper. This latest acquisition is
part of a broader strategy to build up a portfolio of base metal, gold, and battery metal projects in the
country and then either find joint venture partners for them or sell them outright in exchange for
residual royalty stakes.
EMX will spend the summer field season testing historical occurrences on this new land package,
which features at least nine separate VMS horizons, several of which have seen little to no modern
exploration. The wealth of targets within this package speaks to the company’s deep knowledge of
and its contacts within Scandinavia.

GGL Resources (TSXV: GGL; USOTC: GGLXF)
GGL released sampling results from its work on the past-producing Great Western Mine on Gold
Point. As a reminder, the Great Western mine was first exploited in 1907 and operated until the mid1930s before a new company bought it and used its mill to begin processing ore from the nearby
Orleans Mine. Mining at Orleans continued until 1962; there were plans to connect the two mines at
the 1,000-foot level, but they never materialized. The owner in the 1960s abandoned work on the
project due to a mine accident and then the project lay fallow for many years because of fractured
ownership.
Importantly, those plans to connect the two mines mean both mines have workings that were never
even sampled, let alone mined. And the mines are in good enough shape that GGL was able to get
access to Great Western with only moderate work (they are now working to get access to New
Orleans).
And so GGL has been sampling all along these workings, which cut across projected extensions of
high-grade mineralization in several places. On Monday the company reported a slew of results from
this effort. The work produced multiple high-grade samples at various levels within the workings,
including 23 g/t gold and 76 g/t silver over 1.3 metres (500’ Level), 7.5 g/t gold and 64.3 g/t silver over
1.6 metres (200’ Level), 6.9 g/t gold and 40.4 g/t silver over 1.6 metres (500’ Level), and 6.7 g/t gold
and 29.5 silver over 1.9 metres (500’ Level).
In all, 30 of the samples collected yielded grades of 3 g/t gold-equivalent or greater. Most production
on Great Western was conducted above the 300’ level, leaving a lot of potential to extend the
mineralization here below that depth.
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It’s important to remember what GGL is chasing here. This is a project that produced high-grade
oxide gold and was abandoned for corporate and gold price reasons, not for lack of ore. And the
mining that was done had very high cut-off grades of about 10 g/t gold, which suggests the mine left
behind mineralization that would be easily economic today.
This round of sampling provide support for both notions, with good albeit lower grades on the 200 and
300 levels that were mined and high grades at the unmined, unsampled 500 level.
As I said, GGL will repeat this sampling exercise at the Orleans mine once it has rehabilitated the
workings. Historical samples certainly suggest it’s going to work. Samples collected between the 960’
and 1,020’ levels at Orleans averaged 13.3 g/t. Another group of historical samples that tested from
the 600’ level down to the 1020’ level returned average grades of 10.8 g/t gold.
To complement this sampling data (both past and present), GGL has been drilling Great Western.
They put six holes down on its eastern extension and are now drilling on the west side. Between the
drilling and the systematic sampling in the mine, this work could generate at lot of data in short order,
perhaps even enough to be resource worthy. Again, take a look at the extent of those unsampled adit
areas in the image above – the formula could be as simple as sampling and then drilling those areas
and “voila,” a potentially mineable resource materializes.
Taking a bit of a wider lens on Gold Point, we see a project that lies within a busy exploration and
development area, with Coeur, Augusta Gold, and Corvus all advancing good assets right
beside/close by. All this work should keep the area on the market’s radar and create strategic options
down the road.
With only 45 million shares out (39% of which is held by Strategic Metals and another 21% held by
insiders) the share structure is drum tight, which means good news from ongoing drilling (or even
from those neighboring projects) could have an outsized impact on GGL’s trading price.
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Heliostar Metals (TSXV: HSTR; USOTC: HSTXF)
HSTR’s work on its Mexico assets continues, with a round of sampling data from its Cumaro project
in Sonora, Mexico. The project is an inset claim that lies east of SilverCrest’s El Picacho property.
Based on past geological modeling of the El Picacho district, Cumaro appears to host eastern
extensions of the El Picacho, Dos Amigos, and Basaitegui veins that have proven to host significant
mineralization within El Picacho. Unlike the western side of the district, where geos found exposed
veins at surface that led directly to mineralization, HSTR believes that those same veins are downdropped on its eastern side.

Just this past February, SilverCrest released a large batch of holes drilled on El Picacho, including 21
holes that averaged 4.1 metres of 8.1 g/t gold and 49.7 g/t silver. The data from this round of
sampling at Cumaro jibes with HSTR’s belief that low to moderate-grade samples (including silver
grades topped by 390 g/t in a 1-metre channel sample and 11 samples of anomalous silver over a
500 metre by 600 metre area) could be evidence of deeper, higher-grade mineralization that is an
extension of the El Picacho veins.
The idea that lower grades at surface can signal higher grades below is not new. First Majestic had
this exact experience when it outlined a deposit on its nearby Ermitano project. There, surface
sampling of the veins yielded grades less than 1 g/t gold, yet the setting argued for testing the area
below anyway. After initially hitting some mineable grade stuff at around 100 metres, drilling went on
to make a high-grade discovery at 200 metres (17.9 metres of 11.4 g/t gold and 86 g/t silver).
It’s obviously still early days at Cumaro, but HSTR thinks drilling to test the down-dropped extension
of the resource-hosting veins on the district’s western side could meet with success. I asked HSTR
CEO Charles Funk how far that eastern block is down-dropped, and his best guess right now is
between 100 metres and 500 metres. Bottom line: there’s enough initial smoke with these sampling
results (especially when combined with HSTR’s geological interpretation of the district) to warrant
further work at Cumaro.
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On the heels of these Mexican results HSTR announced a $4-million financing. The brokered private
placement will consist of 3.8 million units priced at $1.05 per unit; each unit is good for a share and a
half warrant with whole warrants redeemable at $1.70 for up to 12 months. There’s also an
overallotment option that could bump the offering up to $4.6 million (and will be filled, and perhaps
expanded, from what I hear).
The financing is no real surprise. HSTR had originally planned to wait and finance after they’d done
their first round of drilling at Unga but, as Funk put it to me today: "with rigs getting tight in Alaska and
Canada we decided not to roll the dice with any assay delays, as if we lose the three rigs the chance
of getting them back this season is minimal." Makes sense to me.

Kuya Silver (CSE: KUYA; USOTC: KUYAF)
Kuya’s work at the Bethania mine to date has all been very practical: rehabilitate the workings, infill
drill the deposit so as to inform a modern resource, sample within the resource area, do metallurgical
testwork, and the like.
This week we got something a bit different: results from a surface sampling program that tested 600
metres to 1km along strike from the Bethania adit (and 100 to 500 metres along strike from the
easternmost extent of mine workings).

You can see the mine adit on the west (left) side of the map. The workings track east-northeast from
there, following veins. The solid red lines are known veins, several of which near the adit have been
mined.
The dots show the surface samples taken in this program. This is cool stuff because the work
validated two suspected veins – Santa Elena and Samantha – as great targets. Kuya took seven
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samples from Santa Elena’s surface exposure at 10-metre intervals (so along 60 metres of vein
strike). The samples averaged 698 g/t silver, 2.8 g/t gold, and 3.1% lead; the best sample returned
2,833 g/t silver, 5.2 g/t gold, and 10.6% lead.
Those are very nice numbers for a vein target to offer up. And note the gold grades – high.
The work at Samantha highlighted the prospectivity of the intersection between Samantha and an
unnamed vein parallel to Espanola 2.
In general, sampling results don’t move the needle much for a stock and such was the case here. But
Kuya does not plan to stop drilling when it completes its infill program at Bethania and this kind of
work is how the company will keep the pipeline of drill targets full.

Liberty Gold (TSX: LGD; USOTC: LGDTF)
Before it pivoted to focus on US assets, Liberty Gold was called Pilot Gold and was focused in
Turkey. In the five years since pivoting to the US Liberty has sold a few of its Turkish assets but news
this week reminded the market that LGD still owns 62.9% of the TV Tower project in western Turkey,
which is a joint venture with Teck Resources.
Back in 2014 Liberty, then Pilot, defined a resource at the Kucukdag deposit at TV Tower. Kucukdag,
or KCD for those of us who struggle with Turkish names, is a high sulphidation epithermal (HSE)
gold-silver-copper deposit; its neither large nor rich but Pilot saw KCD as a starting point at TV Tower,
a large land package with multiple targets and mineralized showings.
In 2014 and 2015 the company tested a few of those targets and showing. Even when it pivoted to
the US, Liberty continued with a bit of drilling at TV Tower to round out discovery zones.
In the last four years, Liberty has truly focused in on the US, and in particular on the Black Pine
project in Idaho. To streamline the company and to raise cash to explore Black Pine, Liberty’s
management has worked to sell off its Turkish portfolio.
They sold several assets but not TV Tower. I’m sure they are still trying to find a buyer – and this
week’s news of a resource estimate for the project is designed to help in that search.
The estimate took TV Tower from one deposit to six. The five new deposits are not large, though they
triple the defined resource base at the project.
If five new deposits wasn’t enough to try to understand, each is also divided into multiple parts based
on type of mineralization: oxide gold, supergene copper, porphyry, oxidized porphyry, and high
sulphidation epithermal.
It makes for a complicated table.
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This is a sales document as much as anything. Liberty needed to demonstrate what its work had
already defined at the project in order to attract interest from potential buyers.
None of the deposits or kinds of mineralization jump out as impressive but the fact that they all exist
within a few square kilometres underlines that a large mineralizing system was at work here. There is
likely more mineralization to be found. Whether there is better mineralization is what buyers will want
to consider, as these deposits are marginal.
I had fully forgotten that LGD still owned this chunk of TV Tower. I doubt I’m alone in that! It’s an
interesting asset for its upside from here as much as anything, and these resource estimates (1)
remind everyone that the project exists, for what it’s worth (companies are rarely given much value for
secondary, let alone tertiary assets), and (2) show that LGD has been quietly working away on TV
Tower in order to crystallize value if possible. That’s become a hallmark of LGD’s management –
crystalizing the value in dusty assets to fund exploration at focus projects – and this underlines that
that process continues.

Nevada Exploration (TSXV: NGE; USOTC: NVDEF)
This week’s news from NGE brought an update on its ongoing drill program on South Grass Valley.
Hole 12, the first in this year’s program, is still underway and as of this update had reached 710
metres depth. Visual analysis of the core returned so far identified 32 metres of the Nine Hill Tuff
layer beginning at 559 metres downhole. That layer was followed by a likely lower-plate bedrock unit
that appears to be oxidized, an indication that the hole is nearing the Water Canyon Structural
Corridor that is its initial target as it seeks to reach the Clm Unit that hosts the East Golden Gorge
target.
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In support of this year’s drilling, NGE has updated its core logging and storage facility, which features
a variety of upgrades, including the addition of an XRF analyzer for speedy initial geochem data.
Management believes this upgraded core shack will allow it to be nimbler as it decides where to drill
next at South Grass Valley.

Silver Tiger Metals (TSXV: SLVR; USOTC: SLVTF)
A batch of assays released today from SLVR’s drilling program at El Tigre has extended the recently
discovered Benjamin vein. This new structure lies 1.25 kilometres north of SLVR’s recent Footwall
zone discovery, along the Sooy vein. The company’s geos are interpreting Benjamin as a northern
extension of Sooy.
Highlights from this batch included 5.6 metres of 1,010.3 g/t silver-equivalent within 14.2 metres of
519.5 g/t silver-equivalent (Hole 204), 2 metres of 1,443 g/t silver-equivalent within 12.6 metres of
266.6 g/t silver-equivalent (Hole 206), and 1.1 metres of 1,015.9 g/t silver-equivalent within 7.7
metres of 304.6 g/t silver-equivalent. All of these intervals occurred at just over 100 metres downhole.
They add weight to Hole 193, the initial discovery hole at Benjamin, which hit 3.0 metres of 1,310.1
g/t silver-equivalent.
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In short, Benjamin is delivering, in these early days, similar results to other veins at El Tigre (recent
intervals come to mind from Sooy, such as 1.6 metres of 1,355.5 g/t silver-equivalent within 2.3
metres of 870.7 g/t silver-equivalent and 2.95 metres of 1,941.1 g/t silver-equivalent within 9.3 metres
of 638.4 silver-equivalent). In the case of both those Sooy intervals and these new Benjamin
intervals, the potential exists for good mine-ability based on high-grade vein mineralization plus
disseminated gold and silver in the wall rocks.
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Telson Mining (TSXV: TSN; USOTC: SOHFF)
Telson released Q1 production numbers from Campo Morado this week. We didn’t invest in Telson
for Campo (we did it because new management and money came in to get Tahuehueto built), but
Campo is an operating gold-silver-lead-zinc mine tapping good mineralization. The mine has had its
struggles (metallurgy, local opposition, capital costs overruns) but it’s got potential and that potential
is already becoming apparent.
The turnaround started quietly about nine months ago, when the Accendo Banco folks started really
getting involved in Telson ahead of the official investment announcement two months ago.
The Q1 numbers show improvements continue. Throughput in the quarter was up 4% compared to
2020. Gold and silver recoveries moved up – they are still low but inching upwards. Zinc recoveries
improved too. All told, these improvements should make for higher revenues and lower costs when
Telson reports its financial results in a few weeks.
To boot, the company had to contend with badly worn ball mill liners limiting throughput in February
and March. Those liners have now been replaced.
Campo is already a different mine than it was six months ago and soon it should be generating half a
million dollars in free cash flow per month. That’s real money.
And that’s before the addition Telson is about to make to the recovery circuit to really boost gold and
silver recoveries. Eight years ago, Telson tested something called LeachOx processing to see if it
could recover the precious metals at Campo. It worked, doubling recoveries for gold and silver.
Telson has not had the capital to install the system, but now they do. If it does double gold and silver
recoveries, this system could add hundreds of thousands of dollars to Campo’s monthly free cash
flow. That’s almost a bonus to the Tahuehueto story that I bought Telson for.

Uranium Energy (NYSE-A: UEC)
UEC upped the ante yet again this week on its new uranium stockpile. That stockpile previously stood
at 1.4 million lbs., which was already more than triple the 400,000-lb. stake it initially announced last
month. The new contracts will add another 705,000 lbs. and bring UEC’s stockpile total to 2.1 million
lbs. at ~US$30/lb. In conjunction with this purchase, the company is raising another US$12 million
from institutional investors via a registered direct offering.
As I said in my uranium update a few weeks back, this move to build a significant uranium cache
serves three purposes for UEC: 1) it generates potential profits – if UEC can eventually sell into a
stronger market; 2) it provides maximum negotiation flexibility with buyers of future uranium produced
by its south Texas assets; and 3) it leverages increased US uranium demand due to the impending
creation of a US-based uranium reserve.

Vizsla Silver (TSXV: VZLA; USOTC: VIZSF)
VZLA announced the largest batch of holes yet from Panuco, all from the Napoleon corridor where
they have four rigs turning. I said last week that they wouldn’t have so many rigs there unless there
were hitting rocks that looked good and this release bears that out.
Fully 54 intercepts reported to date from Napoleon have an average true width of four metres and an
average grade of 441 g/t silver-equivalent (155 g/t silver, 2.74 g/t gold, 0.5% lead, and 1.3% zinc).
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Since VZLA’s first hits at Panuco, which returned bonanza silver grades, there’s been a tendency to
focus on uber high-grade silver. And while 155 g/t is a reasonable silver grade, it isn’t high, which is I
think part of the reason some have turned away from the stock. But take a look at that gold number!
Gold and silver work well together in these systems in terms of recoveries and investor appeal, and
the base metal contribution to the silver-equivalent calculation is small, so 441 g/t silver equivalent is
a great number. Also, four metres is healthy – underground mines in Mexico have mining widths half
that, on average.
There is a lot of variation in grade and thickness across the drill results, but that is to be expected.
Shoots will be mined; lower-grade vein material between shoots may or may not be mined. As long
as there are enough veins across a long enough strike, it should work in a mining scenario.

The long section above shows a mineralized zone about 300 metres long (strike) and 300 metres
vertical. One high-grade shoot is clearly apparent in the middle, plunging to the north (to the right, as
the long section looks west). Hole 80 could be the start of another south-plunging shoot. Some of the
holes near Hole 80, like Hole 15, returned low grade because they hit a fault. Given the number of
holes VZLA drilled south and below Hole 80 (the grey dots to the left and below), I would guess they
feel like they are onto another shoot.
VZLA also reported intercepts from a Splay vein only 5 to 10 metres from the Main vein, some of
which are pretty good, such as Hole 69 (3.2 metres of 846 g/t silver equivalent) and Hole 76 (6.6
metres of 601 g/t silver-equivalent). A few hits into veins in the hanging wall are also pretty good.
VZLA doesn’t know enough about these splay veins to know true width so they are excluded from the
long section (which shows grade * width) but they would enhance the picture.
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VZLA has divided its rigs to conquer: two are methodically stepping out to build the resource
envelope while the other two drill all along the structure in search of more high-grade shoots.
Bottom line: Napoleon is showing the consistency in grade and width to build a notable resource. I
think other veins at Panuco will also do so, but Napoleon is the first and so could well be the area
flagged as the reason for VZLA to exercise the full Panuco option. And management is clearly very
excited about this area – four is a lot of rigs! – which makes me pretty keen to see the next set of
results, especially those testing to turn the hot hit in Hole 80 into a new high-grade shoot.
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